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"It's me who you shall face, old man! Take this! Wind- Piercing Kick!" The Third Guardian shouted as he launched a Gold martial

technique.

His kick pierced through the air with formidable force, sending a wave of energy toward Henry.

"Damn it!" Henry paled.

Though he was slightly stronger than others in the same power level, he just reached the Almighty State and was not able to

develop a martial technique, so he instantly found himself at a disadvantage.

Unable to stop the Fifth and Sixth Guardians, he released his energy to counter the Third Guardian's attack with all his might.

"Baam!"

Henry's attack and the Third Guardian’s Wind-Piercing Kick clashed and Henry was clearly struggling to withstand the Wind-

Piercing Kick; his arms felt numb and he could not help but get pushed backward by the sheer force of the Wind -Piercing Kick.

"Here comes another one!" The Third Guardian launched yet another Wind-Piercing Kick relentlessly at Henry.

After witnessing the power of the Wind-Piercing Kick, Henry was left with no choice but to keep dodging and his full attention was

instantly placed on the Third Guardian instead.

The Fifth and Sixth Guardians took the opportunity to escape Henry and charged toward Leon.

"No one can save you now! Die!" The Sixth Guardian sneered.

They were not able to hurt Leon due to Henry’s interference, but since the Third Guardian was hindering Henry, the Fifth, and

Sixth Guardians were confident that they could eliminate Leon with ease.

Without hesitation, they both launched an attack at Leon at the speed of lightning.

"Leon, watch out!"

Iris and the others shouted in fear.

"Know your places, scums!" Loen scoffed.

He wanted to join forces with Henry to handle the guardians, yet the Fifth and Sixth Guardians took the initiative to attack Leon,

which played in Leon's favor.

Leon took a big step forward and launched two punches at the same time at the Fifth and Sixth Guardians.

"You must've a death wish!" The Sixth Guardian narrowed his eyes sharply.

Since Leon mainly trained with sage art, the others could not tell his power level, but the Sixth Guardian could tell that Loen was

in the Intermediate or Advanced Emperor State at best judging from his speed and explosive power, which fell short before the

Sixth Guardian, who was in the Semi

Almighty State.

Not only did Leon refuse to run, but he also faced the Sixth Guardian directly, to which the Sixth Guardian responded by

intensifying the strength of his attack in an attempt to eliminate Leon in a single blow.
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